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kind, with which the names of Brougham, 

Majocchi (my jockey), and others were 
whimsically connected. 

The machine consists of two wheels, each 

about three-fourths of a yard in diameter, 
placed in the same line, one exactly following 
the other, their axles turning in strong iron 
frames fixed to a long wooden shaft above 

them, and parallel with their line of revolu- 
tion. The shaft, which curved upwards in 

front and downwards in the centre, was 

fitted with a cushion or pad on which the 
rider rested his arms, and bore a saddle in 

the centre which he bestrode. ‘The front 
wheel turned easily, like that of a modern 

permbulator, and its motions were regulated 

by means of a handle so placed that it 

could be grasped by both hands, while the 
arms rested on the pad, the width of which 
pad was about eighteen inches, The feet 
of the rider touched the ground, the height 
of his horse being so adjusted as to enable 
him to walk freely with it between his legs. 
There were no treadles, or any other mode 

of propulsion than by “punting” the ground, 
as it were, with the feet ; and as the rider 

had to balance himself as he went along— 
for the horse would fall prostrate if unsup- 
ported—it was no easy matter for a novice 
to keep the saddle. But the difficulty was 
got over by perseverance: if the horsé was 
falling to one side a pressure on the pad on 
the opposite side would restore the equili- 
brium ; or if that failed, a rapid turn of the 
guiding wheel in the direction of gravitation 
would effect the desired object. It was the 
eustom to let the machines out to hire for 
the benefit of the young fellows who emula- 
ted each other in their displays of equita- 
tion during the long summer evenings. 
Broken heads, bruised elbows, scarified shins 
and other small casualties usually resulted 
from these displays, and now and then an 
ambitious aspirant, more plucky than pru- 
dent, would have to be borne off the ground 
and led home to be doctored. 

As the management of the machine 
became better understcod, its real capabili- 
ties began to be tested, and accomplished 
equestrians boldly undertook long journeys,   
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and performed them, too, in a manner more 
or less satisfactory. One young gentleman, 
we remember, travelled to a town fifty miles 
distant in a single day ; but it was noticed 
that he did not make the return journey by 
the same conveyance, but came back inglo- 

riously on the top of the stage-coach. The 
truth was, that the common roads of that 

day were not at all adapted for such a mode 
of progress, especially when speed was an 
object; the dandy horse had no springs, 
and as a consequence the roughness of the 
roads was apt to register itself in a series of 
bodily bruises and contusions not at all 
pleasant to endure. 

To excel in this species of equitation it 
was necessary that the rider should possess 

a tall and slender figure and a convenient 

length of leg. Performers were not wanting 
who were qualified by nature in these re- 
spects, and it was really an agreeable sight to 

watch their graceful evolutions, connected, 
as they sometimes were, with feats of no 

small risk and daring. In some measure 
the performers, when seen in action on 
ground suited to the purpose, might be 
compared to skaters on a field of ice. A 
really clever rider, like the accomplished 
skater, could disport himself gracefully and 
rapidly upon a very small area—cutting 
figures on the pavement, and tying knots, as 

it were, by his swift and whirling movements. 
There was a young artist residing in Bath, 
whose exhibitions of skill in this way were 

marvellous to witness, and who generally 

made his appearance on the flagstones o! 

the North Parade about sundown in sum 

mer, where a numerous circle of admirers - 

would await his coming. * Now and thena 

race would come off between a number of 
competitors—-the course generally chosen 

being a very slight incline of a mile and a 

half—the riders starting up, and returning 

down the hill. It was rather heavy punting to 
getrapidly up the ascent, but no effort was: 

needed to come down, as the rider had 

only to sit still and preserve an even balance 

with his feet on the axletree of the front 

wheel, and allow the machine to take its 

course. Butinarace, the racer would of


